Welcome to the latest issue of *Harvard Medicine News*, a weekly electronic publication that will continue to chronicle the extraordinary world of HMS, previously reported in *Focus*. [More]

To read all news, go [here](https://engage5.silverpop.com/mailingsSummary.do?action=dis...).
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**Complex Mysteries**

New tools and collaborative methods shed light on autism.

MORE »
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**Hearing Restored after Noise Damage**

In a promising therapy for deafness, hair cells are regrown in ears of mice. MORE »
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**A Sharper Tool for Genome Engineering**

New method for editing genomes may be faster, safer and more efficient than recent breakthroughs. MORE »
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**Featured Events**

**01.17.13** Soma Weiss Student Research Day. TMEC Atrium, 1-5 p.m.

**01.18.13** 9th Mark E. Josephson Lecture in Cardiac Electrophysiology. One Autumn St., BIDMC-West, 8 a.m.

**Full Calendar**
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**Awards & Recognitions**
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**Dean's Corner**
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**Harvard Medicine Magazine**
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**Paper Chase**
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**Remembering Joseph E. Murray**

The HMS community gathers to celebrate the life of the late transplant pioneer and Nobel laureate.
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**Connect**

HMS Facebook Google+ iTunes LinkedIn Twitter YouTube
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